
Practicing good ergonomics can help prevent injuries and musculoskeletal disorders – not to mention the 
costs and lost work time that can come along with such injuries and disorders. And it’s easier than you might 
think. By making small posture adjustments and stretching throughout the day, you can help to minimize your 
risk. We’ve got some tips to help.
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POSTURE PERFECT

Quick tips for good ergonomics.

QUICK TIP:  
Get up every 20 minutes 
to breathe, stretch, stand 
and walk

Correct seated posture
› Adjust desk and yourself  

to correct posture 

› Put up picture of  
proper posture at desk  
to remind yourself

› Set alarm on outlook or phone to 
remind you of proper posture

› Make adjustments to desk that 
allow for better posture

Correct standing 
posture
› Lift through the top of  

the head

› Elongate your neck

› Shoulders relaxed down  
and back

› Neutral pelvis

› Feet hip distance apart

Correct lifting 
posture
› Always stay within the  

strike zone – between 
chest and knees

› Lift with your legs

› Use core  
muscles – lower  
back, glutes and  
abdominals

› Use leverage

› Keep objects closer to  
your body



Shoulder shrugs

› Raise shoulders 
towards ears

› Hold

› Relax downward 
to a normal 
position

Neck tilts

› Keep shoulders 
relaxed and arms 
hanging loosely

› Tilt head sideways, 
first to one side, 
then the other

› Hold 5 seconds 
on each side

Wrist/forearm 
stretch

› Place hands palm 
to palm

› Rotate palms 
around until they 
face downward, 
keeping elbows 
even

› Hold 5–8 seconds

Back and hip stretch

› Bend left leg over 
right leg and look 
over left shoulder

› Place right hand 
on left thigh and 
apply pressure

› Repeat for  
right side

Neck stretch

› Sit or stand with 
arms hanging 
loosely

› Gently tilt head 
forward

› Keep shoulders  
relaxed downward

› Hold 5 seconds

Upper body stretch

› Interlace finders, 
turn palms 
upward and 
straighten arms 
above head

› Elongate arms to 
stretch through 
upper sides of 
your rib cage

› Hold 10–15 
seconds

› Breathe deeply

Hamstring stretch

› Sitting, hold on to 
upper left leg just 
above and behind 
the knee

› Gently pull bent 
knee toward chest

› Hold 15–20 
seconds

› Repeat on right 
leg

Upper back stretch

› Interlace fingers 
behind head with 
elbows out

› Pull shoulder 
blades together

› Hold 5 seconds, 
then relax

Wrist/forearm 
stretch

› Place hands palm 
to palm

› Move hands 
downward, 
keeping palms 
together and 
elbows even

› Hold 5–8 seconds

Stretches you can do at work

Hand/finger stretch

› Separate and  
straighten fingers

› Hold 10 seconds

› Bend fingers at 
knuckle and hold 
10 seconds

› Separate and 
straighten again

Back stretch

› Lean forward

› Keep head down 
and neck relaxed

› Hold 10–20 
seconds

› Use hands to 
push yourself 
back up

Side stretch

› Hold onto right 
elbow with  
left hand

› Gently pull your 
elbow behind 
your head to  
feel stretch in 
shoulder or back 
of upper arm

› Hold 10 seconds

› Don’t overstretch 
or hold breath

› Repeat on  
left side
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If you feel pain, discomfort, 
numbness, tenderness, 
tingling, clumsiness, loss 
of strength and flexibility, 
stop exercising and contact 
your doctor.


